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Introduction
The public involvement program developed to address the proposed improvements to the QE-II
corridor between the 32nd Street and MacKenzie Road interchanges involved:
•

•

•

meeting with representatives of the community by way of establishing direct contact with
interested individuals, groups and businesses;
conducting focus groups where local business representatives within the proximity of the
QE-II corridor were invited to attend; and
addressing both Red Deer County and the City of Red Deer Councils to familiarize
municipal leaders with the proposed QE-II corridor plans.
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Section A: Stakeholder Meetings
A-1

Notes of Meeting: Glenn’s Restaurant – December 7th, 2010
QE II Public Involvement Exercise
Date: Tuesday, December 7th, 2010
Time: 10:30 am
Place: Glenn’s Restaurant: Meeting Room
37424 Highway #2 South
Red Deer County, Alberta
T4E 1B2

Attendees:
Mr. Glenn Simon, Co-Owner of Glenn’s Family Restaurant
Ms. Jessie Simon, Co-Owner of Glenn’s Family Restaurant
Ms. Michelle Dyck, Co-Owner of The Donut Mill
Mr. Parry Dyck, Co-Owner of The Donut Mill
Ms. Cindy Gauthier, Owner of Cindy’s Teapot Gallery
Mr. Darryl _____, Employee of Glenn’s Family Restaurant
Mr. Mark Trottier, Owner of A&W South and A&W Willow Street
Ms. Josiane Bélanger, CastleGlenn Consultants Inc.
Mr. Arthur Gordon, CastleGlenn Consultants Inc.
Action
The following represents CastleGlenn’s recollection of an initial meeting held to apprise
Gasoline Alley West businesses of the proposed improvements to the QEII corridor. The
meeting was kindly accommodated by Mr. Glenn Simon at the boardroom of Glenn’s Family
Restaurant.
Opening Comments
Mr. Simon provided an outline of his previous experiences regarding a long history of
experiences that his business had to endure regarding changes to the QE-II corridor.
Mr. Simon indicated that:
•
when the QE-II corridor was modified almost two decades ago, his business experienced
a 30 percent decline in revenues and it took his business over three years to reestablish his
client base; and
•
in his opinion these previous experiences were generally characterized by a lack of
flexibility to modify engineering plans to accommodate the essential needs of the existing
business community.
Mr. Simon indicated that:
•
in 1995, approximately 85% of the patrons of Glenn’s Family Restaurant were
determined to originate from the QE-II corridor through traffic;
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Action

•

•

•

•

currently, the majority of patrons to the Glenn’s Family Restaurant are from the QE-II
travelling public;
currently, there are two types of visitors to Gasoline Alley West:
•
the first group of visitors is characterized by “impulse-oriented” patrons who require
gas, food and rest. These visitors would access such businesses as the fuel stations,
restaurant businesses and hotels within Gasoline Alley West.
•
the latter group of visitors is “destination-oriented”. These visitors would be destined
to such businesses as the Costco, Staples, Galaxy Theaters, Liberty Crossing, the
several auto dealerships and other businesses in the community.
It was felt that the “destination-oriented” visitors to not patron the “impulse-oriented”
businesses;
businesses such as the fuel stations and restaurants along the Gasoline Alley West
corridor are dependent upon three primary criteria: a) convenient access, b) high
visibility and c) a need for the services; and
changing any one of the three criteria would have serious impacts to the existing
businesses along the Gasoline Alley West corridor.

Presentation
Arthur Gordon presented to the meeting participants the identical MSPowerPointTM
presentation given to Red Deer County earlier that morning (Annex 1: Presentation Slides), which
outlined the proposed changes to the QE-II corridor.
The following points were raised during the presentation:
1) Source of Traffic Information
Ms. Dyck inquired as to the frequency of the traffic information used and when the counts
were undertaken. Mr. Gordon responded that the existing traffic count information was
assembled from several sources, which include Alberta Transportations traffic counts
from its annual and permanent traffic count stations as well as information provided by
the County and City of Red Deer. As well, the information represents seasonally adjusted
values.
2) Gasoline Alley West Urban Design Plan (June 2006)
Mr. Simon asked if Mr. Gordon was aware that the County has abandoned the Gasoline
Alley West Urban Design Plan (June 2006) and would not be pursuing the plan to
accommodate a community of up to 8,000 residents inclusive of schools, parks and
community centres. Mr. Gordon asked meeting participants to recognize that the
Gasoline Alley West community, independent of how it would develop, would continue
to develop. He expressed his opinion that Red Deer County’s objectives may have been
premised on the desire to assure that infrastructure would be developed in concert with
future development opportunities. Mr. Gordon indicated that he would confirm the status
of this plan with County staff. [Subsequent to the meeting, Ms Cynthia Cvik, Director of Planning &
Development Services, County of Red Deer was contacted. Ms. Cvik confirmed that although the Gasoline
Alley West Urban Design Plan (June 2006) has no official status, the residential component associated with
the plan that envisioned 5,000-to-8,000 new residents will continue to be encouraged by the County and
represents a viable planning target.]
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CG

Action

3) Gaetz Avenue Overpass
The meeting participants acknowledged the weaving concerns associated with existing
traffic that enters from the Gaetz Avenue structure onto the QE-II SB lanes from the left
side and must weave over three lanes of freeway traffic to access the Gasoline Alley West
off-ramp. Meeting participants noted that they are aware of several near misses that have
occurred and that in some cases motorists who cannot manage the weave continue to the
MacKenzie Road interchange exit or avoid the structure altogether and use the Highway
2A corridor to access Gasoline Alley West.
In general, the meeting participants perceived the proposed Gaetz Avenue structure which
would connect to a new West Collector roadway as being a positive improvement.
4) Relocation of SB-Exit Ramp into Gasoline Alley West
Mr. Gordon explained that a portion of the traffic using the new Gaetz Avenue structure
would be destined to the QE-II southbound lanes and as such, the new West Collector
Road must provide access back onto the QE-II SB lanes. The current concept presented
to meeting participants indicated that the distance between the on-ramp from the West
Collector Road to the QE-II SB lanes and the off-ramp to the MacKenzie Road exit was
approximately 550 meters. This would not provide sufficient distance for an exit ramp to
be developed in-between the two ramps. Mr. Gordon indicated that the access to the
Gasoline Alley West community would be developed along the West Collector Road and
as such the SB-Exit Ramp to the community would commence north of the Taylor Drive
interchange.
The meeting participants generally expressed that they were not satisfied with the
removal of the existing QE-II exit to Gasoline Alley West and had the following
comments:
•
Provision of access to Gasoline Alley West from the proposed West Collector Road
would require motorists to be aware of the presence of the exit ramp north of the
Taylor Drive interchange. This concept would require southbound freeway motorists
destined to the Gasoline Alley West corridor to exit almost 3 km north of the existing
access. This was thought to be an unacceptable solution in that the proposed new
collector road access would not provide for convenience or visibility of the businesses
along the corridor.
5) Suggested Modifications for Consideration
Several alternatives were suggested by meeting participants:
a) Removal of the West Collector Road QE-II On-Ramp
It was suggested that the on-ramp from the West Collector Road to the QE-II SB
lanes may not be needed. It was suggested that:
•
all QE-II SB traffic be routed along Leva Avenue to the Mackenzie Interchange to
access the QE-II SB lanes. (This distance along local roadways between the Highway
2A/QE-II intersection on the west side of the QE-II corridor to the MacKenzie SB On-Ramp is 4.5
km. This is an additional 2.2 km diversion for all traffic wishing to enter the SB freeway lanes.);

or
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•

all QE-II SB traffic be routed along Highway 2A to the Mackenzie Interchange to
access the QE-II SB lanes. (This distance along local roadways between the Highway 2A/QEII intersection on the west side of the QE-II corridor to the MacKenzie SB On-Ramp is 6.5 km.
This is an additional 4.2 km diversion for all traffic wishing to enter the SB freeway lanes.)

Mr. Gordon explained that Alberta Transportations policies for freeway interchanges
requires that all movements onto and off of the freeway corridor must be provided at
the interchange site. Shifting all traffic destined to the QE-II SB lanes south to the
MacKenzie interchange does not conform to Provincial design standards.
b) Removal of the Gaetz Avenue Structure
It was suggested that the Gaetz Avenue overpass structure be removed in its entirety
and all Red Deer traffic be forced to use the Taylor Drive/Highway 2A intersection to
access the West Collector Road and the QE-II SB lanes. By removing the structure,
the access to the QE-II SB lanes could be shifted further north than 550m and
potentially room could be provided to permit the exit ramp into Gasoline Alley West.
Mr. Gordon explained that
•
the development of the Gasoline Alley West lands ultimately requires two
approaches to the community. In short, both the proposed Gaetz Avenue structure
and the Highway 2A corridor are required. Limiting access to a single corridor
would not provide for sufficient access to the lands; and
•
funneling all Gasoline Alley West and QE-II SB destined traffic through the
single Taylor Drive/19th Street intersection would result in constrained operation
for the intersection. The Gaetz Avenue structure serves to provide two entry
points to both destinations and therefore enhanced flexibility.
c) Gaetz Avenue Structure to Connect Directly to QE-II SB lanes
A suggestion was made to have the Gaetz Avenue structure join with the Highway
2A/Taylor Drive on-ramp and then transition into the right–most lane of the QE-II
corridor rather than the West Collector Road. The objective of this modification
would be to provide greater separation between the on-ramp and the MacKenzie Offramp and permit sufficient space to accommodate the desired off-ramp into Gasoline
Alley West.
The above suggestion as illustrated below is a concept and the curvature of the Gaetz
Avenue structure remains to be confirmed in terms of viability. The concept would
essentially abandon the West Collector Road concept and result in all traffic destined
to the Gasoline Alley West Community using the slip ramp into Leva Avenue.
The following aspects were identified subsequent to the meeting:
•
the concept mixes accelerating traffic destined for the QE-II SB lanes with the
lower speed traffic destined for Gasoline Alley West lands both of which would
use the same outside lane parallel to the higher speed QE-II SB lanes;
•
a 500m long weave would be created between the point where traffic must merge
onto the QE-II SB lanes and where traffic must diverge to the slip ramp;
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•

•

•

slower moving traffic destined to the Gasoline Alley West lands conflict with
higher speed traffic wishing to enter the QE-II SB lanes along the same parallel
lane;
by locating the exit ramp as illustrated above the development opportunities for
the lands between Waskasoo Avenue and Lantern become limited to local
circulating traffic and would benefit less than the West Collector Road concept;
and
in general, Alberta Transportation discourages direct access from a freeway
corridor and from a policy perspective now designs all accesses to be by way of
interchanges and not slip ramps into commercial developments.
Diverge Lane to MacKenzie
Interchange

Waskaso0 Ave

Twp Rd 375

Leva Avenue
~ 500 m
Weaving
Distance

d) Access to Gasoline Alley West from the West Collector Road
Meeting participants suggested that a ramp be developed from the West Collector
Road using AT’s original protected right-of-way to provide alternative access to Leva
Avenue. The above concept was sketched depicting CastleGlenn’s interpretation of
the discussion and will be forwarded for accuracy of interpretation.
Points to consider include:
•
the County is the jurisdiction responsible for determining access/intersection
spacing along Leva Avenue and may have concern regarding the 160m spacing
between such a ramp and Twp Rd 375 corridor. Design standards indicate 400m
represents the standard intersection spacing to assure efficient traffic signal
progression;
•
stacking on a roundabout may be an issue in that if traffic backs-up from the
Lantern/Leva intersection, queuing could occur on the roundabout and potentially
on the QE-II SB on-ramp;
•
the West Collector Road from Waskasoo Avenue southward forms the QE-II SB
on-ramp and as such vehicle traffic on this section of the collector road would be
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•

•

accelerating to freeway speeds. This can be considered incongruent with the
deceleration onto the suggested 2nd access to Leva Avenue;
the purpose of the facility is duplicated by the Waskasoo Ramp that also provided
access to Leva Avenue; and
accommodating the ramp as illustrated may require additional right-of-way from
Turple Bros Site.

QE-II SB
W Collector Rd
Turple Bros
Site
Leva Avenue

Lantern Street

Twp Rd 375

Waskasoo Ave

160 m

400 m

e) Access to Gasoline Alley West Businesses with West Collector Road
Meeting participants inquired if it was possible to develop a concept that would serve
the Costco and “destination-oriented” traffic with a separate concept that would serve
the Gasoline Alley West “impulse-oriented” businesses.

Diverge Lane to MacKenzie
Interchange

Waskaso0 Ave
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Action
It was suggested that the businesses along Gasoline Alley can be separated from the
rest of the community’s road system and access would only be required to/from the
SB lanes of the QE-II.
The exhibit indicates that marrying the West Collector Concept to another slip ramp
does not provide sufficient separation between the on-ramp and slip ramp. The two
concepts remain incompatible.
As well, Alberta Transportation discourages direct access from a freeway corridor and
from a policy perspective currently designs all accesses to be by way of interchanges
and not slip ramps into commercial developments.
6) The Role of Leva Avenue
Meeting participants recognized that:
•
the widening of the QE-II corridor requires the existing West Service Road;
•
current traffic volumes on the QE-II have reached 35,000 vehicles-per-day and the
requirement to widen the QE-II corridor has been reached; and
•
Alberta Transportation knowing that the existing West Service Road would ultimately
be required for right-of-way has invested in the improvements to Leva Avenue and
has encouraged all businesses fronting the existing West Service Road to reverse their
signage toward Leva Avenue.
Meeting participants did not favor the roundabout design linking the new West Collector
Road to Leva Avenue and suggested that a traditional intersection be developed instead.
7) Access Directly from the Highway
Meeting participants emphasized that the businesses along the Gasoline Alley West
corridor view convenient and direct access from the freeway corridor SB traffic as being
essential to their businesses.
8) Access from the MacKenzie Interchange
Meeting participants inquired if additional traffic would be diverted to the MacKenzie
Road interchange, should the off-ramp be removed.
Mr. Gordon indicated that traffic would likely divert to the MacKenzie loop ramp in the
south-west quadrant of the interchange to access Leva Avenue. Meeting participants
suggested that the existing intersection configuration cannot handle additional traffic.
Mr. Gordon indicated that the advent of the reconfigured QE-II corridor would require
that the timing of the traffic signal at this intersection would be reviewed. He also
indicated that ultimately, the MacKenzie Road corridor would require additional
improvements beyond those planned within the current QE-II project that addresses the
freeway corridor; the changes required to the MacKenzie Road corridor would be
developed based on the planned land use objectives being achieved.
9) Additional Comments
Some meeting participants indicated that:
•

the West Collector Road would be less attractive to motorists than simply using
Highway 2A to the MacKenzie Road interchange;
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•

•

•

•

travelling from Edmonton to Calgary, a half-way point is required to provide fuel,
food and rest services;
the County of Red Deer is changing the vision of the area and is not considering
the “impulse-oriented” traffic destined to Gasoline Alley West;
SB signage prior to the Taylor Drive access must be in place before any closures
are implemented; and
there is a need for a four-lane cross section along the Leva Avenue corridor and
the existing three-lane cross section is confusing for motorists. Mr. Gordon
pointed out that the Leva Avenue corridor falls within the jurisdiction of Red Deer
County.

The meeting concluded at approximately 1:00 p.m.
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Section B: Focus Group Meetings
B-1

CONTEXT

The public involvement program developed to address the proposed improvements to the QE-II
corridor between the 32nd Street and MacKenzie Road interchanges involved conducting focus
groups where local business representatives within the proximity of the QE-II corridor were
invited to attend.
The focus groups were held at 1:00 p.m., 3:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, December 9th,
2010 at the Red Deer County Council Chambers. Approximately 100 letters of invitation were
forwarded to businesses along the QE-II corridor, which were mailed on November 25th, 2010
(Annex 2: Letter Sent to Landowners).
The groups were separated by property location: with businesses located on the east side of the
QE-II corridor invited to the 1:00 p.m. Focus Group and businesses located on the west side
invited to the 3:30 p.m. Focus Group. The additional Focus Group at 6:30 p.m. was arranged to
provide a convenient venue for anyone unable to attend the first two sessions.
A presentation was made at each focus group to introduce the objectives of the study, explain the
study process and identify potential issues. (Annex 1: Presentation Slides; Annex 3: Handout Information
Sheet). Participants were encouraged to ask questions and provide comments pertaining to the
individual sections of the QE-II corridor and make suggestions for improvements to the plans
that were presented.

(add photo)

Figure B-1: Attendees Observing Proposed Improvements
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B-2

ATTENDANCE

Based on the Sign-in Sheets (Annex 4: List of Attendees), there were 5 people who attended
representing the following 4 businesses on the east side of the QE-II corridor:
•
EconoLodge
•
Holiday Liquor
•
Parkland Sled and ATV
•
Howard Johnson
The West Focus Group was attended by 8 people who represented the following 12 businesses:
•
Glenn’s Restaurant
•
The Donut Mill
•
Petro-Canada
•
Ricky’s
•
Scotts Parables
•
Liberty Crossing Development
•
Smitty’s
•
Husky
•
Tim Horton’s
•
Wendy’s
•
Legacy Monuments
•
Mobil Lube Express
As well an individual representing the lands bounded by Waskasoo Avenue, Twp Rd 375 and the
QE-II corridor was in attendance.
There were no attendees at the 6:30 p.m. additional Focus Group session.
B-3

COMMENT AND QUESTIONS AT MEETING

Several comments and questions were raised to the study team’s attention. Tables B-1 provides a
summary of the questions raised at the East Focus Group and the responses/actions to be
undertaken by the study team to address these concerns.
Table B-1: Summary of Oral Comments or Concerns from the East Focus Group
Comment
1.

Can the traffic circle illustrated
at Twp Rd 375 be shifted further
to the north so as to permit the
northern section of Leva Avenue
(between Waskasoo Ave and Twp Rd
375) to operate in two directions?

Response
• The distance between the Waskasoo intersection and Twp Rd 375 is approximately
250 meters. Design standard normally encourage a 400m separation between
intersections. The criteria for acceptable intersection spacing along Leva Avenue is
shared by the jurisdiction of Red Deer County and AT.
• The requirements for Leva Avenue must be addressed in concert with the traffic
and transportation objectives of Red Deer County which is dependent upon the
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Table B-1: Summary of Oral Comments or Concerns from the East Focus Group
Comment
[See sketch “A”]

Response
County’s vision for Leva Avenue, the integration with Alberta Transportation’s
West Collector roadway and what is viable from a traffic operations perspective.
• Accommodating the more northerly intersection would likely require the parallel
lane and taper approaching Leva Avenue to also be extended closer to the merge
point of the Gaetz Avenue structure as illustrated in Sketch “A”. This would result
in the available weaving distance being shortened.
• An analysis will be undertaken to determine the potential of this suggestion.

2.

What is the proposed timing for
this plan to be implemented and
when is construction to be
completed?

• The tendering packages are anticipated to be prepared for release in the Fall of
2011. Construction is envisioned as a two-year initiative which would result in
completion by the end of 2014.

3.

When will landowners be
approached for property
acquisition?

• Implementation of the proposed QE-II project is anticipated to require very little
new property.
• The property acquisition process will commence once the detailed designs have
been completed and the required property identified.

Tables B-2 provides a summary of the questions raised at the West Focus Group and the
responses/actions to be undertaken by the study team to address these concerns.
Table B-2: Summary of Oral Comments or Concerns from the West Focus Group
Comment
1.

What is the proposed timing for
this plan to be implemented and
construction completed?

Response
• Tendering packages to implement these plans are anticipated to be prepared for
release in the Fall of 2011 and construction is planned to be completed by the end
of 2014.
• It is anticipated that construction will be phased over two construction seasons.

2.

What is the distance from the
new ramp north of Taylor
Drive/Highway 2A to the
existing off-ramp into Gasoline
Alley?

• The distance from the proposed off-ramp north of Taylor Drive/Highway 2A to the
existing off-ramp is approximately 3,000 meters.

3.

What year will the 188,000
population be achieved?

• A review of historical growth indicates that traffic volumes along the corridor are
growing at 2-to-3% per year.
• At this growth rate a 37,000 vpd estimate (which was based upon build-out of 188,000
population level for the community) could be reached somewhere between 30 (3%-per-year
growth) to 50 (2%-per-year growth) years.
• Independent of forecast traffic volumes, concern presently exists regarding the
weaving that is occurring across the QE-II SB freeway lanes from the existing
Gaetz Avenue structure. The traffic forecasts emphasizes that the weaving
concerns are only going to get worse over time.

4.

What are the collision statistics
at the QE-II Gasoline Alley
West off-ramp?

• A total of 6 collisions were recorded in the vicinity of the off-ramp to Gasoline
Alley West from 2004 to 2008.
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Table B-2: Summary of Oral Comments or Concerns from the West Focus Group
Comment

Response
• A total of 44 collisions occurred between the Gaetz Avenue structure and the
Gasoline Alley West off-ramp over the same 5 year period.
• Of the 44 reported collisions, the severity involved 1 collision resulting in a
fatality, 8 collisions resulting in 10 people being injured and the remainder
resulting in property damage only.
• These data were obtained from Alberta Transportation’s Office of Traffic Safety,
which receives reported collision information directly from Police reports.
• Police reports do not include near misses that could have occurred or unreported
incidents.

5.

What is the cost of the Gaetz
Avenue structure?

• An engineer’s estimated cost can be provided, however actual construction costs
can vary.
• The engineering cost is to be referenced and made available.

6.

Can these improvements be
phased to keep the access into
Gasoline Alley West open
longer?

• Once the Gatez Avenue structure is in place, the need to establish access to the
QE-II SB lanes is necessary. Once that access is established the QE-II off-ramp to
Gasoline Alley west must be relocated as the separation between the on-ramp and
the off-ramp to the MacKenzie Road interchange is only 500 meters.

7.

What is the procedure to provide
comments? CastleGlenn is
presenting a lot of new
information that meeting
participants would like to
consider.

• CastleGlenn provided comment sheets at each focus group meeting (comment sheets
are also posted on the FTP site.).
• CastleGlenn encouraged participants to send comment sheets and letters by mail,
fax or e-mail.
• Participants were also informed of their right to contact either Alberta
Transportation and/or their Councilors or their MLA’s.

8.

Will the County be responsible
for Leva Avenue and its
accesses?

• Leva Avenue is under the jurisdiction of Red Deer County.

9.

Will the land presently protected
by AT (The slip ramp corridor
linking to Leva Avenue) be
developed?

• The proposed improvements to the QE-II corridor no longer require the lands that
are currently protected by Alberta Transportation. These lands could potentially
become available for development.

10. When construction begins, what
staging will take place? Will an
alternate access be provided to
Gasoline Alley West before the
current off-ramp is removed?

• The specific staging strategy is often developed as part of the tendering process
and remains to be confirmed.
• The staging strategy will be developed to assure motorists continued access along
the QE-II corridor and provide for those motorists wishing to access services in the
Gasoline Alley West community as well as Hwy 2A./Taylor Drive and Gaetz
Avenue.
• The major works involved with this project is the infrastructure at the Gaetz
Avenue overpass and the Taylor Drive interchange. Generally, major infrastructure
involving structures is completed first.
• An alternate route to Gasoline Alley West will be provided before access by the
current route is removed.
• Traffic diversions should be anticipated as part of the traffic management strategy
during some stages of construction.
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Table B-2: Summary of Oral Comments or Concerns from the West Focus Group
Comment

Response

11. When will Red Deer County
provide information and input to
let the community know what
theirs plans are?

• Alberta Transportation, the City of Red Deer and Red Deer County are working
together to develop the linkages from the QE-II corridor to Gasoline Alley West
community. The County has been encouraged to develop a preferred access
strategy for the roads that connect to the QE-II West Collector Road such as Leva,
Waskasoo, Lantern, Twp Rd 375 and MacKenzie Road.

12. Has consideration been given to
a “braided” overpass exit ramp
that would allow QE-II
southbound traffic onto the QEII lanes and Gasoline Alley West
bound traffic into the business
community?

• Braided overpass infrastructure are generally considered for very large urban
metropolitan centres such as Toronto where there available land is severely
constrained by development. The cost of developing braided structures can be very
expensive, have significant impacts, present drainage concerns and is unsuitable
over short distances.

13. Why can’t the Gaetz Avenue
structure be removed in its
entirety and all traffic from the
City of Red Deer community
access Gasoline Alley West and
the QE-II SB lanes using only
the Taylor Drive/Highway 2A
intersection?

• As the Red Deer County and Gasoline Alley West communities continue to grow,
two accesses to and from the area will be required. In short, both the proposed
Gaetz Avenue structure and the Highway 2A corridor are required to accommodate
southbound access to the community and the SB lanes of the QE-II corridor.
Limiting access to a single corridor would not provide for sufficient access to the
lands.

14. There is no perfect scenario;
however the current Gaetz
Avenue overpass structure is
“suicidal”. Businesses along
Gasoline Alley are driven by
people pulling-over at the last
minute.

• This comment was noted.

15. Do all stages of construction
need to be completed by 2014
for the Province to get grant
money?

• CastleGlenn Consultants is not aware of the financing of this project but is to
report back to residents regarding this issue.

16. Will compensation be provided
to existing local businesses along
Gasoline Alley who will lose
business?

• CastleGlenn is not aware of any compensation for “lost business” that has been
made by the Province.

17. Has consideration been given to
construct a second access onto
Leva Avenue using the land
currently protected by Alberta
Transportation?

• Red Deer County is the jurisdiction responsible for determining access/intersection
spacing along Leva Avenue and may have concern regarding the 160m spacing
between the ramp and Twp Rd 375. Current design standards indicate 400m as a
desired intersection spacing to assure efficient traffic signal progression.

This option would “bypass” the
Costco and provide a faster

• Additionally, this type of infrastructure requires significant tracts of land to
accommodate the required structures. There is insufficient space along the existing
Gasoline Alley Corridor to accommodate this type of infrastructure; and many
existing businesses would be directly affected by this configuration.

• Funneling all Gasoline Alley West and QE-II SB destined traffic through the single
Taylor Drive/19th Street intersection would result in constrained operation for the
intersection. The Gaetz Avenue structure serves to provide two entry points to
both destinations and therefore enhanced flexibility.

• Should traffic back-up from the Lantern/Leva intersection, stacking on the
roundabout may become an issue and potentially on the QE-II SB on-ramp.
• The West Collector Road from Waskasoo Avenue southward forms the QE-II SB
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Table B-2: Summary of Oral Comments or Concerns from the West Focus Group
Comment
access to Gasoline Alley West
businesses farther south on the
corridor.

Response
on-ramp and as such vehicle traffic on this section of the collector road would be
accelerating to freeway speeds. This can be considered incongruent with the
deceleration onto the suggested 2nd access to Leva Avenue.

This access however still does
not solve the issue regarding
visibility from the QE-II
corridor.

• The purpose of the facility is duplicated by the Waskasoo Ramp that also provided
access to Leva Avenue.

[See Sketch “B”]

• An analysis will be undertaken to determine the potential of this suggestion.

18. Has consideration been given to
providing a second loop-ramp at
the MacKenzie interchange so as
to provide direct access to Leva
Avenue?
[See Sketch “C”]

• Accommodating the ramp as illustrated may require additional right-of-way from
Turple Bros Site.

• The additional access present concerns as motorists following a lead vehicle would
be unsure if the lead vehicle is signaling to turn at the first ramp or the second. The
slowing down of the lead vehicle may not be anticipated by the following vehicle.
• Provision of the loop ramp would require a longer deceleration lane prior to the
loop ramp. This in turn effects the position of the on-ramp from the West
Collector Road which would be required to be shifted further north. As a
consequence the distance between the Gaetz Avenue structure and the merge to
Waskasoo Avenue also decreases resulting in a shorter weaving length for greater
volumes of traffic on the West Collector Road.
• The curvature of the proposed loop ramp would be defined by a 70m radius which
is the minimum acceptable standard.
• Accommodating the 2nd loop ramp impacts the existing drainage pond in the NW
quadrant of the interchange.
• A 2nd loop ramp is unconventional and would not be anticipated by motorists.
• Alberta Transportation discourages direct access from a freeway corridor into
highway commercial developments and from a policy perspective now designs all
accesses to be by way of interchanges and not slip ramps.
• An analysis will be undertaken to determine the potential of this suggestion.

19. This plan would put too much
strain on the existing MacKenzie
Road interchange. Concerns
were raised regarding poor
circulation and wait times at
traffic signals.

• Traffic could divert to the MacKenzie loop ramp in the south-west quadrant of the
interchange to access Leva Avenue.

20. Considering the proposed
improvements as well as all
other potential changes, no
consideration is given to heavy
vehicles that currently use the
West Service Road as a parking
area to access services on
Gasoline Alley West.

• The West Service Road was never intended as a Safety Rest Area and as such there
has been no specific infrastructure implemented to address heavy vehicle rest
requirements at this location.

21. Has consideration been given to

• The concept mixes accelerating traffic destined for the QE-II SB lanes with the

• The advent of the reconfigured QE-II corridor would require that the timing of the
traffic signal at this intersection be reviewed.
• Ultimately, the MacKenzie Road corridor would require additional improvements
beyond those planned as part of the current QE-II project which addresses the
freeway corridor. Future changes to the MacKenzie Road corridor would be
warranted when planned land use objectives are achieved.

• The proposed improvements to the QE-II corridor require the existing service road
to achieve the widening of the freeway lanes.
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Table B-2: Summary of Oral Comments or Concerns from the West Focus Group
Comment
having the Gaetz Avenue
structure go over the QE-II
through-way lanes, join into the
Highway 2A on-ramp and and
merge back onto the QE-II
southbound lanes on the righthand side?
[See Sketch “D”]

Response
lower speed traffic destined for Gasoline Alley West lands both of which would
use the same outside lane parallel to the higher speed QE-II SB lanes;
• A 500m long weave would be created between the point where traffic must merge
onto the QE-II SB lanes and where traffic must diverge to the slip ramp;
• Slower moving traffic destined to the Gasoline Alley West lands conflict with
higher speed traffic wishing to enter the QE-II SB lanes along the same parallel
lane;
• By locating the exit ramp as illustrated above the development opportunities for
the lands between Waskasoo Avenue and Lantern become limited to local
circulating traffic and would benefit less than the West Collector Road concept;
and
• In general, Alberta Transportation discourages direct access from a freeway
corridor and from a policy perspective now designs all accesses to be by way of
interchanges and not slip ramps into commercial developments
• An analysis will be undertaken to determine the potential of this suggestion.

Conceptual Sketches
Sketch “A”: Roundabout Shifted North

QE-II SB
W Collector Rd

Leva Avenue

250 m
Twp Rd 375

300 m
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Sketch “B”: Access to Gasoline Alley West from the West Collector Road

QE-II SB
W Collector Rd
Turple Bros
Site
Leva Avenue
Waskasoo Ave

160 m

Twp Rd 375

Lantern Street

400 m

Sketch “C”: Additional Loop Ramp with Access to Leva Avenue

QE-II SB
W Collector Rd
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Sketch “D”: Gaetz Avenue Structure to Connect Directly to QE-II SB lanes
Diverge Lane to MacKenzie
Interchange

Mackenzie Road

Waskaso0 Ave

B-4

Twp Rd 375

Leva Avenue
~ 500 m
Weaving
Distance

COMMENTS SHEETS

Attendees were provided with comment sheets and encouraged to complete and submit them at
the end of the meeting or by mail or fax. The comment sheet was designed in an open format
intended to generate concerns and solutions. As of January 3rd, 2011, ## comment sheets were
received (Annex 5: Comment Sheets).
Comments raised are listed below:
1. …
2. …
3. …
B-5

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS RECEIVED

In addition to the comment sheets, individuals were encouraged to provide input through other
modes of communication including telephone, faxes, e-mails and letters. As of January 3rd,
2011, ## additional contacts were established.
Comments raised are listed below:
1. …
2. …
3. …
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Section C: Council Presentations
C-1

Red Deer County Council Presentation

Notes of Council Presentation
Red Deer County
QE II Public Involvement Exercise
Date: Tuesday, December 7th, 2010
Time: 9:00 am to 10:00 am
Place: Red Deer County Council Chambers
38106 Range Road 275
Red Deer County, Alberta
T4S 2L9

Action

Delegation: Mr Brian Reid, AT Infrastructure Manager, Infrastructure Red Deer
Mr. Chris Peterson, AT Construction Engineer, Construction Red Deer
Mr. Chris Briggs, AECOM - Manager Highways, Alberta South District
Mr. Gordon Molnar, AECOM - Manager, Planning and Operations
Mr. Arthur Gordon, CastleGlenn Consultants Inc., Principal
Ms. Josiane Belanger, CastleGlenn Consultants Inc., Transportation Planner
The following represents CastleGlenn’s recollection of the Presentation made to Red Deer
County Council regarding current plans for the QE-II corridor.
Prior to the Council Meeting, a briefing paper was prepared and distributed to Red Deer
County (Annex 6: Briefing Paper to Municipal Partners).
1) Westerner Drive Traffic
Would access from Westerner Drive be provided to the Collector Road? How would that
traffic access the QE-II?
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Reid responded that according to the long term travel demand
forecasts and plans, Westerner Drive traffic would not have WB access to the East
Collector Road. However, ultimately a new east-west local roadway would be
constructed south of Westerner Drive that would connect 49th Avenue to the East
Collector Road. This new link would avoid any merging or weaving issues in the vicinity
of Westerner Drive.
2) Roundabout on West Collector Road
What is the function of the piece of roadway that extends east of the Twp Rd 375
roundabout?
The purpose of this section of roadway is to permit access to the parcels of land on either
side of the one-way approach (north leg) leading to the roundabout and Leva Avenue as
well as the Turple Bros. Ltd. site.
Highway 2 QE-II Public Involvement Study
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Action
3) Proposed Gaetz Avenue Structure
Council indicated their support of the proposed new Gaetz Avenue structure that would
connect to the local West Collector Road instead of the current configuration which
accesses the QE-II from the left side. Mr. Gordon emphasized that the main objective was
to separate local traffic from freeway traffic.
4) Signage to Gasoline Alley West
The question of providing advance signage to motorists was raised.
Mr. Reid emphasized that advance signage would be provided north of the Taylor Drive
interchange so as to encourage motorists to become aware of the new West Collector
Roadway that provided access to Gasoline Alley West.
5) Impacts to the MacKenzie Road Interchange
A Councilor inquired as to the potential for motorists missing the Taylor Drive off-ramp
and the West Collector Road and the impact that would have concerning additional
traffic that would be diverted to the MacKenzie Road interchange.
Mr. Gordon indicated that traffic would likely divert to the MacKenzie loop ramp in the
south-west quadrant of the interchange to access Leva Avenue. He added that the advent
of the reconfigured QE-II corridor would require that the timing of the traffic signal at
this intersection be reviewed, however he indicate that currently significant available
storage space exists on the loop ramp. Mr. Gordon also indicated that ultimately, the
MacKenzie Road corridor would require additional improvements beyond those planned
within the current QE-II project that addresses the freeway corridor. Any widening of the
MacKenzie Road corridor would likely be considered once planned land use objectives
have been achieved.
A Councilor questioned the MacKenzie interchange configuration and the suitability of
the ramps to accommodate heavy vehicles access to/from Gasoline Alley East.
Mr. Reid mentioned that the MacKenzie interchange ramps were designed for heavy
vehicle use (long combination vehicles) and should allow for heavy vehicle access into the
proposed light industrial developments of Gasoline Alley East. He indicated that changes
to the MacKenzie Interchange such as widening would fall within the local jurisdiction as
east-west travel between local communities has little to do with the QE-II freeway
corridor which is Alberta Transportations (AT) jurisdiction.
6) Impacts to Leva Avenue
A Councilor inquired if Leva Avenue would need to be re-designed and if the County was
responsible for this work.
Mr. Gordon mentioned that Leva Avenue falls within the jurisdiction of Red Deer County
who represents the authority for this corridor. Mr. Gordon encouraged the County to
review their Area Structure Plans and conduct the necessary transportation planning to
determine the desired configuration that would best meet the needs of the County and
integrate with Alberta Transportation’s linkage from the West Collector Road to the local
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Action
roadway system. Mr. Gordon emphasized that the County is responsible to ensure the area
develops according to the County’s vision.
7) Project Timing
A Councilor asked whether there was any flexibility on the project timeline.
Mr. Reid responded that the tender packages required to implement these plans are
anticipated to be prepared for release in the Fall of 2011 with construction planned to be
completed by the end of 2014 phased over two construction seasons.
The specific staging strategy is often developed as part of the tendering process and
remains to be confirmed but would be developed to assure motorists continued access
along the QE-II corridor and provide for those motorists wishing to access services in the
Gasoline Alley East and West communities as well as Hwy 2A./Taylor Drive and Gaetz
Avenue.
Major works involved with this project such as the infrastructure at the Gaetz Avenue
overpass and the Taylor Drive interchange would likely be required to be completed first.
Traffic diversions should be anticipated as part of the traffic management strategy during
some stages of construction.
8) Additional Comments
The following additional comments were made by Councilors:
•
There was a general perception that the concept represented a wonderful improvement
and is well needed;
•
The proposed plan was felt to be a much better solution for the long run benefit of the
community; and
•
The design as presented provides for more solutions than challenges. It solves many
problems that currently exist for the County.
Presentation to Council ended at 10:00 a.m.
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C-2

City of Red Deer Council Presentation

Notes of Council Presentation
City of Red Deer
QE II Public Involvement Exercise
Date: Monday, December 13th, 2010
Time: 1:50 pm to 2:45 pm
Place: City of Red Deer Council Chambers
4914 - 48 Avenue
Red Deer, Alberta
T4N 3T3

Action

The following represents CastleGlenn’s recollection of the Presentation made to City Council
regarding current plans for the QEII corridor.
1) Access to Gaetz Avenue
The proposed 2nd Northbound Off-Ramp from the QEII corridor leading to the East
Collector is a single lane that leads to the Gaetz Avenue/19th Street intersection, the
Taylor Drive/19th Street intersection and back on to the QEII northbound lanes.
A Councilor pointed out that the existing outside 3rd lane and the middle lane of the QEII
northbound lanes currently provide two continuous lanes which lead directly from the
QEII to the Gaetz Avenue/19th Street intersection. The Councilor questioned if the single
lane exit meant an actual reduction in capacity entering Red Deer.
Subsequent to the presentation to Council it was determined that the current peak hour
traffic volumes accessing the Gaetz Avenue slip ramp is 620 vehicles-per-hour (vph)
during the morning peak hour of travel demand. Approximately 200 vph merges into the
outside lane from the East Service Road resulting in 820 vph arriving at the Gaetz
Avenue/19th Street intersection. This slip ramp traffic is anticipated to rise to
approximately 700 vph by the time of completion of the proposed QEII improvements.
Literature suggests that the capacity of a single lane exit ramp is 1,000 vehicles-perhour-per-lane. The existing 2-lane slip ramp onto Gaetz Avenue from the QEII although
providing 2 lanes actually operates today much as a single lane exit with vehicles
selecting either lane as they approach the intersection.
The proposed improvements are intended to consolidate the higher speed exiting freeway
traffic onto a single local collector lane which would then transition back into a two lane
local facility. The concept is intended to encourage freeway traffic to decelerate to local
speeds long before they reach the Gaetz Ave/ 19th Street intersection.
2) Linkages to Local Trail System
The City of Red Deer recognizes a desire to develop Hwy 2A as the path/trail/cycling
corridor that would connect the Red Deer community to Gasoline Alley West for nonHighway 2 QE-II Public Involvement Study
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Action

motor-vehicular modes of travel. A Councilor made reference to fatalities that have
occurred on this section of Hwy 2A. The AECOM plan indicates a multi-use Trail
Corridor on the south side of Hwy 2A which would integrate with the City’s sidewalk and
Trail System. Several Councilors highlighted the necessity for the plan to integrate with
the multi-modal objectives of the City and asked if AT would be widening Hwy 2A and if
they would be extending the pathway/trail system along the entire length of Hwy 2A
corridor to assure pedestrian safety as part of the pathway system. CastleGlenn responded
that this specific study deals with the QEII corridor and not the entire length of the Hwy
2A corridor. CastleGlenn recognizes the need to integrate the QEII plan with the longer AECOM
term vision for Red Deer’s Trail system.
3) Westerner Park
One of the Councilors inquired if CastleGlenn had contacted the Westerner Park in the
public consultation exercise. The park maintains and operates a campground, arena (Red
Deer Rebels), and hosts the Westerner Days Fair and Exposition, which attracts almost
100,000 persons over the five day event. The Councilor inquired if the improvements
address the concerns of traffic spilling over onto the QEII corridor during these events.
•
Westerner Park currently provided two parking lots for public access. The South
West Gate refers to the 49th Ave lot while the Main Gate Entrance is accessed via
19th Street to 45th Ave.
•
The distance between the existing 1st NB-Off ramp to the South West Gate (using
Westerner Drive and 49th Ave.) was determined to offer an available storage
distance of approximately 2.0 km. Assuming an average 7.5m storage distance-pervehicle results in a storage length of over 260 vehicles before the QEII would be
impacted.
•
The distance from the Gaetz Avenue/QEII split to the Main Gate entrance (via the
Gaetz Ave/19th Street intersection) was determined to be 1.7 km in length. This
should be enough to store 220 vehicles before the QEII would be impacted..
CastleGlenn is to contact Westerner Park to review the QEII concept and receive input. CastleGlenn
4) Source of Traffic Information
A Councilor inquired as to the source of the traffic information used. CastleGlenn
responded that the existing traffic count information was assembled from several sources
which include Alberta Transportations traffic counts from its annual and permanent
traffic count stations as well as information provided by the County and City of Red Deer.
5) Integration with Other Red Deer Roadway Initiatives
A Councilor inquired if the traffic forecasts used in the analysis assumed the presence of
new infrastructure roadways planned for the City. Traffic forecasts involved a population
threshold of 188,000 persons and the future network. The timing of when this threshold
would be reached and the impacts of associated infrastructure were considered in
developing the concept. However, it was emphasized that the proposed improvements to
the QEII corridor are much shorter term and planned for completion by 2014. The QEII
initiative is seen as an improvement which will benefit the community’s longer term
vision of integrating both sides of the QEII corridor in the vicinity of Gasoline Alley.
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Action

6) Integration with Multi-Modal Local Initiatives
It was suggested that CastleGlenn contact Red Deer’s Cycling Advisory Committee for
comment as to how the QEII Plan integrates with the cycling community objectives. This
will likely be done subsequent to review of the trail system outlined in point 2 above.
CastleGlenn
7) Joint County-City Meeting
The Mayor alluded to a joint County-City meeting to discuss the improvements and
requested CastleGlenn’s attendance. CastleGlenn/AECOM and AT representatives
would make themselves available should such a meeting be arranged.
8) Media Contacts

CastleGlenn
AECOM,
AT

CastleGlenn was interviewed after the Council presentation by the Red Deer Advocate
and two local radio stations. The media wished to know the proposed schedule of the
work. CastleGlenn indicated the desired timing of the tender document to be in the fall of
2011 with construction completed by the end of 2014.
As well, the advantages of integrating the growing communities on either side of the QEII
corridor and the importance to the Red Deer community of assuring access to its
industrial developments were highlighted.
Presentation to Council ended at 2:45 p.m.
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Highway 2 QEII
Gaetz Avenue @ Red Deer

Public Involvement
Program

Date: December 7th, 2010
Place: Red Deer County Offices
38106 Range Road 275
Red Deer County, AB

Study
Area

Outline
1. Study Area Context
2. Existing Conditions
3. Existing (2009) Traffic Volumes
4. Proposed Land Uses
5. Proposed Freeway Standard Highway 2 / QE II
6. Traffic Volumes & Analysis: Opening Day 2012
7. The Hwy 2 Corridor Project
8. Objectives of Public Involvement
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W19 - Restaurant

W18 - Restaurant

E34 – Paradise RV

E33 – Parkland Sled

E 32 – Town n’Country Water Systems

E31 – Kasi’s Wood Furnishings

E30 – Hot Rods

E29 – Fas Gas Plus

E28 – K.C. Saddlery

E 26 – Econo Lodge Inn & Suites
E27 – Holiday Liquor Store

E25 –Andy’s Truck Sales

NB OnRamp

W17 - Restaurant

W16 - Shell

W15 - McDonalds

W14 - Restaurant

W13 - Husky

W12 - Restaurant

 To Gaetz Ave
East
Service
Road
Widening of the QEII to
accommodate 3 lanes in
each direction

To MacKenzie Rd 
Additional Right of Way is required to
accommodate widening of the QEII in
vicinity of West Service Road

E24 - RV Sales & Service

Widening of the QEII to
accommodate 3 lanes in
each direction

Additional Right of Way is required to
accommodate widening of the QEII in
vicinity of West Service Road. Existing
West Service Road to be removed.

W11 - Wendy’s
W32 – Carpet Store

Lantern Street

W9 - Gas Station

W8 - Restaurant

W6 - Mobil Lube Express
W7 - Billiards Table

Two Lane
On-Ramp

W10 - Tim Hortons
W31 – Volkswagen

Leva Avenue is to become the parallel
local arterial roadway. Access to
businesses would front Leva Ave.

W5 - Monument Store

East Service
Road (1 Lane)

W4 - Restaurant

W3 - Christian Store

W2 - Motel

E23 - Holiday Inn

E22 - Harley Davidson
W1 - Recreational Vehicle Sales

E21 – UFA Gas

E20 -McDonalds

1st NB Off-Ramp to
East Service Road
or Gaetz Ave

E20 -McDonalds

E19 - Church

E18 - Gas

E17 - Restaurant

Widening of the QEII
to accommodate 3
lanes in each direction

E15 - Motel

E16 - Gas Station (Shell)

E14 - A&W

E12 - Hotel

East Service
Road (2 lanes)

E11 - Restaurant & Inn

Avenue

E13 - Petro Canada

2nd NB Off-Ramp to
East Service Road

E10 - RV Sales

To MacKenzie Rd 
Two Lane Collector

West Service Road
provides direct access to
Leva Ave and Lantern St
Municipal planning is required to
determine desired linkages

Leva Avenue
Twp Rd 375

E9 - Used Car Sales

E8 - Mazda Dealership

E7 - Custom Home Sales

49th

E6 - RV Sales & Service

To QEII and new
Taylor Dr approach

 To Gaetz Ave

West Service Road provides
direct access to Leva Ave,
Lantern St and QEII SB
SB Gaetz Ave structure realigned to
provide access to West Service
Road & QEII SB lanes
Widening of the QEII to
accommodate 3 lanes in
each direction
Access from Hwy 2A / Taylor Dr

E7 - Custom Home Sales

Gaetz Ave
approach (2 lanes)

2nd NB Off-Ramp to
East Service Road

Westerner Drive

E5 - Acura Dealership

E4 - Honda Dealership

49th Avenue
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QEII NB
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New local loop ramp
from collector road to
Taylor Dr/19th St.

To QEII NB and
new Taylor Dr
approach

2nd SB Off-Ramp to Hwy
2A NB/Taylor Dr, Leva
Ave & MacKenzie Rd
1st SB Off-Ramp to
Hwy 2A SB free flow
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Widening of the QEII to
accommodate three
lanes in each direction
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Collector Road provides
direct access to Leva Ave,
Lantern St and QEII SB

New local loop
ramp to Taylor Dr /
19th St.
Widening of the QEII to
accommodate three
lanes in each direction

 To 32nd Ave &
QEII NB

Ramp from East Collector
Road to QEII NB

To QEII NB from Taylor Dr /
19th St. approach

zi
To MacKen

Signage to
Gasoline Alley West,
Taylor Dr and Hwy 2A

SB Off-Ramp to Hwy 2A /
Taylor Dr and Gasoline
Alley West

Collector Road provides direct
access to Taylor Dr, 19th St., Hwy
2A, Leva Ave and Lantern St

e Rd 

Widening of the QEII to
accommodate four lanes
NB Off-Ramp from
QEII to 32nd Ave
 To
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Creek

 QEII NB

SB On-Ramp to QEII
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To Taylor Dr./19th St..
Gasoline Alley West 
Signage to
Gasoline Alley West,
Taylor Dr and Hwy 2A

Opening Day AM (2012) Traffic Volumes

Opening Day PM (2012) Traffic Volumes

Opening Day (2012) Traffic Volumes
Highway 2 / 2A / Taylor Dr / Gaetz Ave (Assuming QEII Upgrades)

Intersection Capacity Analysis
Opening Day (2012) Traffic Volumes
Intersection
Current Configuration
19th St. & Gaetz Ave.
19th St. & Hwy 2A/Taylor Dr.
Proposed Improvements
19th St. & Gaetz Ave.
19th St. & Hwy 2A/Taylor Dr.
With double WB left turn lanes

Analysis Characteristics for Worst Case Approach
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
V/C
Approach LOS Delay (sec.)
Approach LOS Delay (sec.)
Ratio

V/C
Ratio

SB-L
SB-T

D
D

47.7
39.1

0.76
0.69

SB-L
SB-L

D
D

47.3
43.8

0.77
0.88

EB-L

D

45.7

0.85

EB-L

D

49.3

0.86

SB-L
SB-L
NB-T

D
F
D

47.7
159.5
45.4

0.78
1.03
0.76

•

19th St and Taylor Dr/Hwy 2A Intersection: SB-LT PM LOS “F”

•

Adding SB double left turn lanes improves the LOS to “D” or better.

Gaetz Ave ↑

Weaving Analysis
Opening Day (2012)
↑ 32nd St
Weave NB: South 32nd St
AM – LOS “B”
PM – LOS “B”

Weaving
Distance
551 m
518 (564)

1088 (1013)

249 (142)
839 (871)

Weaving
Distance
629 m

224 (105)
1899 (2493)

249 (142)

1357 (1435)

218 (99)
6 (6)
1105 (1586

794 (907)
800 (913)

Weave SB: N of MacKenzie
AM – LOS “A”
PM – LOS “A”

1323 (1685)

Taylor Dr/Hwy 2A ↓

MacKenzie Rd ↓

Taylor Dr / Hwy 2A ↑

CD Road Weaving Analysis
Opening Day (2012)
↑ Gaetz Ave
Weaving
Distance
596 m
Weaving
Distance
424 m

Weave NB:
S of Gaetz Ave

821 (864)

AM – LOS “B”
PM – LOS “B”

51 (60)
51 (61)

920 (800)

200 (150)

599 (650)
770 (803)

102 (121)
620 (600)

650 (710)

1369 (1453)

200 (150)
300 (200)

620 (600)

↓ Gasoline Alley East

500 (350)

Weave SB:
N of MacKenzie
AM – LOS “C”
PM – LOS “C”
MacKenzie Rd ↓

↑ Gaetz Ave

Merge/Diverge Analysis
Opening Day (2012)

147 m

Diverge:
AM – LOS “B”
PM – LOS “B”

1855 (2057)
694 (555)

↑ 32nd St
2023 (2002)
100 (244)

240 m

Merge:
AM – LOS “C”
PM – LOS “C”
143 m

Merge:
AM – LOS “A”
PM – LOS “B”
2123 (2246)

2247 (2449)
392 (392)

162 (183)

1035 (1233)
1161 (1502)

150 m

239 m
Diverge:
AM – LOS “B”
PM – LOS “C”

Diverge:
AM – LOS “C”
PM – LOS “C”

Merge:
AM – LOS “C”
PM – LOS “C”

236 m
421 (545)
1826 (1904)

Taylor Dr/Hwy 2A ↓

↓ MacKenzie Rd

Summary of Proposed Improvements
Benefits
• Enhanced Accessibility
• NB off ramps onto East Collector-Road Corridor;
• Access to Taylor Drive / 19th St. Loop;
• Access to Gaetz Avenue;
• Access back to QEII NB.
• Access to Hwy 2A Corridor NB and SB
• Access to Gasoline Alley East and West
• Access to Gasoline Alley West from new Gaetz Avenue Structure.
• Smoother transitions from QEII environment to local (lower speed) network
• Weaving concerns are eliminated.

Public Involvement Objectives
The objectives Public Involvement Program for Highway 2 include:
•

Effective communication of:
• the proposed improvements to the QEII;
• the need and justifications for the improvements; and
• the staging and timing of the improvements.

•

Meetings with individual business owners (which initially expressed concern);

•

Focus groups meetings (businesses along Gasoline Alley); and

•

Documentation of concerns.

Thank you!
•

For your interest and involvement in the study;

•

For your comments, concerns and issues raised; and

•

For the opportunity to familiarize you with the mandate and
scope of this project.
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LETTER SENT TO LANDOWNERS
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November 25th, 2010
«Name»
«Address_1»
«City», «Province» «Postal_Code»

Re: Highway 2 QEII Public Involvement – Focus Groups
Alberta Transportation, has retained CastleGlenn Consultants Inc. to initiate a Public Involvement Program
addressing proposed improvements to the Highway 2 QEII corridor. The corridor is bounded by the 32nd Street
interchange on the north and the MacKenzie Road interchange on the south. The proposed improvements are
intended to provide for a widening of the Highway 2 corridor and the reconfiguration of some of the entrance and exit
ramps.
CastleGlenn Consultants has arranged to conduct focus group meetings that are intended to provide an opportunity to
meet with individual property owners. The meetings will be arranged in an informal, round-table format where
participants are encouraged to provide comments, identify concerns and assist the study process by providing
additional information. The meetings are also intended to provide CastleGlenn with the opportunity to familiarize
residents and owners with the project and supplement the project with information provided from those parties most
affected.
As there are numerous property and business owners along both sides of the QEII corridor, we have segmented the
overall study area into east (QEII northbound) and west (QEII southbound) so that each group can concentrate on those issues
most affecting their individual businesses and properties.
•
•
•

East Focus Group Meeting – 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
West Focus Group Meeting – 3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Additional Focus Group Meeting – 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

CastleGlenn Consultants would like to invite you to attend the «Focus_Group», where the potential impacts to your
property will be discussed.
Date & Time:
Place:

Thursday December 9th, 2010 at «Time»
Red Deer County Centre - 38106 Range Road 275, Red Deer County, Alberta

If you are unable to attend the «Focus_Group» at «Time» Thursday December 9th, 2010, please feel free to attend
another time slot indicated above. At the end of each session we will go over plans related to other areas along the
corridor in an effort to keep everyone informed of the proposed improvements.
We have attempted to contact all landowners, employers and residents who may be affected by this planning project.
Should you be aware of other individuals or groups who may have an interest in this project, we would encourage you
to advise them of the focus group times and extend an invitation for them to attend as well.
If you have any questions, or would like more information, please feel free to contact us at (403) 252-9303. We look
forward to seeing you at the focus groups.
Sincerely,

Arthur E. Gordon, B.A., P.Eng.
Principal
CastleGlenn Consultants Inc.

110 1710 Radisson Drive, Calgary, Alberta T2A 7E9
Telephone (403) 252-9303
Fax: (403) 252-9331
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2

CastleGlenn Consultants has
been retained to initiate a
Public Involvement Program
that would address the
proposed improvements.

19 th

Gaetz Ave

32

St

y
Hw

Alberta Transportation, has
retained AECOM to initiate the
detailed design of the Highway
2/QEII corridor between the
32nd Street interchange on the
north and the MacKenzie Road
interchange on the south.

nd

32ND STREET

T aylo
r Dr

BACKGROUND

TO

St

FORECAST TRAFFIC
Long-term traffic forecasts on
this section of the QEII corridor
indicate the potential to
ultimately double from current
levels.

MacKenzie Rd

Gasoline Alley East

Gasoline Alley West

Hw
y

This section of Highway 2 has a
posted speed of 110 kph.
Current two-way traffic volumes
accommodate up to 34,000
vehicles per-day. Heavy vehicle
traffic, which includes trucks,
singles/semis & buses, account
for approximately 10% of the
Highway 2 QEII traffic. The
existing southbound Gaetz
Avenue structure poses
weaving concerns, as Red Deer
local traffic mixes with QEII
highway traffic.

2A

THE EXISTING CORRIDOR

H ig hw ay 2/ QE I I Pu bl i c In vo l ve m en t Pr og r am

PROPOSED CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS

The proposed improvements are intended to provide for:
• a widening of the Highway 2 QEII corridor from the existing two lane cross-section in the vicinity

•

•
•
•

of the Taylor Drive/19th Avenue/Highway 2A interchange to a three-lane cross-section in each
direction;
a new Gaetz Avenue Structure that would connect directly to the Gasoline Alley West
community (rather than the inside QEII lanes) that would provide a smooth transition for local
traffic without having to accelerate and weave through freeway QEII traffic to reach the
community;
a new local collector roadway system serving both the northbound and southbound directions
of travel to accommodate the requirements for local traffic;
a new two lane on-ramp that connects the southbound local collector lanes to the Gasoline
Alley West Community and the QEII corridor southbound lanes; and
new northbound collector lanes that would provide access to Gaetz Avenue, the Taylor
Drive/19th Avenue/Hwy 2A intersection and the QEII northbound lanes.

BENEFITS OF THE IMPROVEMENTS

Alberta Transportation is planning for the future by assuring that plans are in place that would permit the QEII corridor to be upgraded. The proposed improvements include:
• Enhanced Accessibility:

NB–Off Ramps onto the East Collector Roadway;
• local Access to the Taylor Drive/19th Avenue/Highway 2A Loop Ramp;
• access from/to QEII to/from Gatez Avenue;
• access from/to Gasoline Alley East Community to QEII NB Lanes;
• access from/to Gasoline Alley West Community to QEII SB Lanes;
• access from/to QEII from Hwy 2A./Taylor Drive; and
• access from/to new Gaetz Avenue Structure to Gasoline Alley West Community.
• Smoother transitions from Local (lower speed) roadway network to QEII freeway environment.
• Current southbound weaving concerns are eliminated.
•

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

The study team wishes to provide Alberta Transportation with a thorough review of concerns, issues
and potential suggestions related to the proposed QEII and collector-distributor roadway
improvements.
Your involvement in this process is essential to the success of the project.
Please complete the comment sheet that has been provided. All comments are to be reviewed,
summarized and responded to.
The detailed design of the QEII project is to provide a construction staging strategy. A separate traffic
management strategy is to addresses each sequential construction stage of the proposed improvements.
For more information on this planning study, please contact Mr. Arthur Gordon,
Gordon Consultant Project Manager,
CastleGlenn Consultants Inc.
Inc by phone at (780) 429-4130, by fax at (780) 429-6179,
or by mail at 110/120 1710 Radisson Drive SE, Calgary AB, T2A 7E9.
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Highway 2 QEII Public Involvement Program
Briefing Document to Municipal Partners

Background:
The Highway 2/QEII Functional Planning Study addresses proposed improvements to the QEII
corridor. The corridor is bounded by the 32nd Street interchange on the north and the MacKenzie
Road interchange on the south. This section of Highway 2 has a posted speed of 110 km/h and
current traffic volumes accommodate up to 34,000 vehicles per-day.
Land Use Plans:
Land use planning documents provide a future vision for the lands on either side of the QEII
corridor.
The “Gasoline Alley West Urban Design Plan” (2008) would transform Gasoline Alley West to a
unique hamlet community providing for up to 550 acres of residential development
accommodating 5,000-to-8,000 new residents. The plan envisions new housing choices,
convenient retail and supportive services, such as schools, a library and a community centre all
conveniently served by local transit.
The “Gasoline Alley East Urban Design Plan” (2006) would see the lands to the east of the QEII
corridor transition into a major employment centre benefiting the Greater Red Deer community
with a mix of industrial and business uses. The employment centre would take the form of a
cooperative eco-industrial employment node involving an estimated 2,100 acres of land.
A potential local east-west pedestrian crossing over the QEII corridor was envisioned that would
link either side of the QEII in the vicinity of Willow Street.
The QEII Corridor:
Over the last decade traffic along the QEII corridor within the vicinity of Taylor Drive/19th
Avenue and the MacKenzie Interchange has grown by 4% per year. A long- term traffic forecast
along this section of the corridor indicates the potential to double existing traffic volumes.
Accommodating future travel demands for the Greater Red Deer community requires
improvements to the existing configuration.

Highway 2 QE-II Public Involvement Study
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Alberta Transportation is proposing the widening of the QEII corridor to ultimately
accommodate up to 8 through lanes along with several enhancements to the ramp configurations.
•

In the northbound direction, the study proposes a new collector-distributor road network
that runs parallel to the QEII corridor. Urban standards apply to these parallel roadways
and as such the network is intended to provide enhanced accessibility to/from Gasoline
Alley East. The collector-distributor network provides direct access to the Highway
2A/Taylor Dr/19th St intersection as well as access onto the QEII northbound lanes.

•

In the southbound direction, a similar collector-distributor roadway network is proposed.
The QEII on-ramp from Gaetz Ave would be replaced by a direct fly-over linking Gaetz
Ave directly to Gasoline Alley West. The current access from the QEII into Gasoline
Alley West at Leva Ave would be relocated just north of the Highway 2A/Taylor Dr/19th
St intersection with advance signage directing motorists to the Gasoline Alley West
community.

Highway 2 QE-II Public Involvement Study
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Exhibit 1-1: QEII Project: Gaetz Avenue to MacKenzie Interchange

December 1st, 2010
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Exhibit 1-2: QEII Project: Gaetz Avenue to Gasoline Alley West

December 1st, 2010
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Exhibit 1-3: QEII Project: Proposed Taylor Drive Interchange Improvements

December 1st, 2010
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Red Deer Advocate

Hwy 2 access slated for improvement

Looking North from MacKenzie Road. The province is planning to make
safety and access upgrades in the Gasoline Alley area of Highway 2 between
Mackenzie Road and 32nd Street.
by JEFF STOKOE/Advocate staff
Published: December 14, 2010 6:30 AM
Updated: December 14, 2010 2:24 PM

Alberta Transportation is eying millions of dollars in safety and access upgrades
to Hwy 2 on the southern edge of Red Deer. Construction will occur over a twoyear period, starting as early as 2012, on a number of improvements designed to
help drivers get in and out of Red Deer and Gasoline Alley, located in Red Deer
County, a lot more easily. On Monday, city council was updated on the latest
Alberta Transportation plans to upgrade Hwy 2 between Mackenzie Road and
32nd Street. Arthur Gordon, principal at CastleGlenn Consultants of Calgary,
said the province is looking to spend “tens of millions of dollars” on improving the
highway.
One of the problems right now, he said, is that Red Deer residents, are leaving
Gaetz Avenue southbound and heading directly into much faster Hwy 2 traffic.
Weaving across three lanes to get into Gasoline Alley’s west end isn’t easy.
Instead of the current Hwy 2 on-ramp from Gaetz Avenue, a flyover would be
built that would take drivers over all lanes of traffic and directly onto Gasoline
Alley west. City and county officials have been working with the province over the
last 10 to 15 years on ways to improve the highway. Traffic during this time has

grown by four per cent per year between Taylor Drive/19th Street and Mackenzie
Road. Traffic volumes between 32nd Street and Mackenzie Road number 15,500
per day in each direction, but it’s envisioned these numbers will double by the
time Red Deer reaches 190,000 people. Red Deer is currently more than
90,000 people.
Gordon said the province believes a solution has been reached and now it’s
getting further feedback from municipal leaders and stakeholders. The public is
encouraged to become aware of what’s being proposed. Ideally, the project
would be ready for tender next fall.
“Who really benefits will be the Red Deer community,” said Gordon after
addressing council. “We’re allowing access to get to different places in a more
safe manner — and the widening of the corridor provides for enhanced flexibility
and safety.”
Ultimately, the province intends to widen Hwy 2 to accommodate up to eight
lanes, along with several enhancements at ramps within the study area. Initially,
the corridor will be widened to six lanes.
The province is also proposing new collector roads that would run parallel to Hwy
2 on both sides. These would allow drivers to get into the city or Red Deer
County commercial business districts without entering highway mainstream
traffic.
Plus, northbound drivers would be able to either get back onto the highway or
directly use 19th Street either through the Gaetz Avenue or Taylor Drive exits.
This manoeuvre is supposed to reduce pressure on the intersections at Gaetz
and Taylor. Northbound traffic would also have direct access onto Taylor Drive
via the collector road.
Also being considered are sidewalks and trails that would make it easier for
people to get into the county via Taylor Drive and the Hwy 2A crossing of Hwy 2.
In addition to the flyover, southbound drivers would have additional optional
access points to Gasoline Alley west (ie. using Hwy 2A/Taylor Drive or Leva
Avenue). The existing southbound exit from Hwy 2 to Gasoline Alley west would
be removed and in its place would be a new one just before Taylor Drive. Drivers
could still go to Gasoline Alley west from Mackenzie Road. Gordon said the next
phase would involve Hwy 2 improvements between 32nd Street and 67th Street.

Red Deer Advocate

Alley off-ramp shocker

Glenn’s Family Restaurant Glenn Simon owner and his daughter Michelle Dyck,
who is planning to take over the ownership of the business in Gasoline Alley are
not happy with the Province of Alberta plans regarding access and traffic flow
around the Gasoline Alley area.
by JEFF STOKOE/Advocate staff
Published: December 15, 2010 6:35 AM
Updated: December 15, 2010 12:43 PM

A longtime Gasoline Alley businessman predicts several businesses serving thousands
of travelers each day will be forced to shut down because of proposed government
changes to Hwy 2.
Glenn Simon of Glenn’s Family Restaurant said he was shocked to see Alberta
Transportation plans that show the southbound existing off-ramp, on the northwest end
of Gasoline Alley, would close. Improvements to Hwy 2 could begin as early as 2012,
with completion slated by 2014 or 2015.
Closing the off-ramp would be disastrous for these businesses that rely on highway
traffic to be able to get off Hwy 2 easily, Simon said. He vows to fight proposed changes
and has since resurrected the Hwy 2 Business Association, a group that successfully
fought the province over moving Hwy 2 from the region. “Drivers are able to pull off and
use the service road and get back onto the highway — that’s key in this area because
we’re halfway between Edmonton and Calgary,” said Simon. “Eighty-five per cent of our
business is like that.” Alberta Transportation is looking to make some access and safety
improvements over the next several years between 32nd Street and McKenzie Road

overpasses. One is to build a flyover on the south end of Gaetz Avenue so that drivers
wouldn’t end up in the southbound lanes of much faster Hwy 2 traffic, as they do now.
Simon said he thinks the flyover is great — it’s what happens afterwards that he’s
concerned about. Under the government proposal, drivers leaving the flyover would
then use a collector road to get into Gasoline Alley businesses. The off-ramp for drivers
wishing to leave Gasoline Alley and onto Hwy 2 would remain the same near the
McKenzie overpass. In order to eliminate any cross-mingling between drivers coming
onto the highway and those wishing to come into Gasoline Alley, the southbound offramp on the northwest end would be closed.
“I suggest they keep the existing off-ramp and they can do so by getting the flyover cars
back onto the highway sooner, preventing the cross-mingling of traffic,” Simon said. He
suggests that there should be a split-off from the collector road sooner, so that drivers
can merge if they wish onto Hwy 2 shortly after they get off the flyover. “Get the back-toCalgary highway traffic on the road sooner and then you can maintain the off-ramp
(leading onto the service road),” said Simon. The province suggests also removing the
service road abutting the highway so the highway can be widened, which Simon
understands must be done. But he’s not happy the government proposes highway traffic
get into Gasoline Alley west via much longer ways — a new overpass at 32nd Street,
which would then take them several kilometres down a collector road towards the
highway commercial area; or use the McKenzie Road overpass, which would take them
back towards the highway strip gas stations and restaurants.
Simon is skeptical highway truckers will want to backtrack. “I predict at least three gas
stations (out of six in Gasoline Alley West) will close under this plan,” said Simon. “This
plan will destroy the integrity of why Gasoline Alley was built in the first place.”
Simon said he’s further disappointed CastleGlenn Consultants, in co-operation with
Alberta Transportation, gave one week’s notice regarding a landowners meeting on
Dec. 16 to discuss the proposed changes. Public input must be given by Jan. 3. The
government hopes to tender the project next fall and if all goes well, have the road
upgrades done by 2014 or 2015. Drivers would still have an off-ramp access leading
into Gasoline Alley East, plus a new off-ramp getting them into Red Deer.
Arthur Gordon, principal with CastleGlenn Consultants of Calgary, said the distance
between the new entry lanes and the exit lane to the McKenzie interchange is only 500
metres. That means there’s not enough distance to provide an exit lane in between the
new on-ramp and the existing McKenzie off-ramp. The exit ramp has thus been shifted
north of Taylor Drive, where there would be all kinds of signs to show drivers they can
get into Gasoline Alley West. Gordon said he welcomed suggestions and that public
input could be extended into February. He made presentations to city and Red Deer
County councils in the last couple of weeks.
Red Deer County Mayor Jim Wood said he doesn’t see how the plan would stop any
business from having access. “I haven’t seen Mr. Simon’s proposal but at Red Deer
County we’re always open to looking at things that make sense,” said Wood.

